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My Mummy is – my Mummy, Mum, Mama ...

Perhaps you know that almost corny line: Mummy is like a ray of sun? Mummy is like the sun, like a ray of sunshine, like the 
moon… It’s true that I only have one Mummy in the whole, wide world, but – to say that Mummy is as far away as the sun and 
the moon, or as invisible as a ray? That’s something I just can’t make add up: my Mummy is often hurrying about, sometimes 
she gets angry, sometimes she’s full of worries, sometimes she’s chasing a vacuum cleaner around the room, and sometimes 
she’s pushing a washcloth at Daddy when they’re in the kitchen… Of course – that, too, is Mummy. How could she be only 
sunshine (for a daughter, for a son), hmm…

But what’s my Mummy like when she’s not rushing about and when she has plenty of time for me? Young and old alike can 
find the answer to this question in this exquisite picture book that combines words by Helena Kraljič and images by Polona 
Lovšin. Let’s start at the very beginning: Who‘s that we see on the cover? Of course: a daughter and a Mummy! And in their 
hair they each have… What? How can you have flowers in your hair if you’ve no time to talk and play? In general, it seems 
that the flowers in this picture book are extremely important; you can find them in every illustration, here and there together 
with drawings that resemble a child’s first steps into the world of shapes and colours. And why are there so many birds in this 
book? You can see a sparrow, a pigeon, a blackbird and a titmouse, and along- side them there’s a squirrel, a frog and a whole 
bunch of toys that are painted as if they were alive and as if they were the ones creating this incredible story about proximity.

Do Mummy and daughter love them, do they talk to them in a language that only a few can understand? Is that what even 
the dedication is about? This picture book is not for just anyone: it’s for my Mummy. For a Mummy, who is not only able to play 
like a real little rascal (that’s what it looks like, right?), but who gives herself over to an interesting language game. From the old 
words springs a vivacious proliferation of unusual, childlike, not childish, ideas: Mummy is the MOST GENTLEST, THE BEAU-
TIFULEST, THE PLAYFULLEST, THE MOST INVENTIVEST, THE WONDERFULEST, THE PATIENTEST, THE BESTEST… 
But might one grumble, ooh, aren’t we teaching kids the wrong types of words?

 Come on! Every little kindergarten giant will understand that the comparison of good – THE BESTEST – is just a bit of fun! 
The child is well aware of how good he or she is … How does it go? (Of course: the bestest. End of story. Let’s leave that other 
spelling – the best – for more serious conversations, ok?).

Unlimited trust in proximity echoes through every line in this picture book that is so rich in detail. Who is the person in the 
picture, that woman with the red hat? Mummy’s mummy? How is fear portrayed? Like a dragon or like something else? Whose 
shoes is the girl standing in as she looks into the mirror?

Happy trails, little giant and great big girl, into the world where the bird tells us everything one needs to know.

Dr. Igor Saksida



MY MUMMY IS SOFT.

Even more: SHE’S THE SOFTEST.

She will wake me with a SMILE 

and with kisses fluffy, LIGHT.



MY MUMMY IS PRETTY.

Even more: SHE’S THE PRETTYEST.

Outside it may rain and STORM,

but her smile is bright and WARM.



MY MUMMY IS PLAYFUL.

Even more: SHE’S THE PLAYFULLEST.

She lets on that she’s not HERE:

first she’ll call, then DISAPPEAR.



MY MUMMY IS RESOURCEFUL.

Even more: SHE’S THE RESOURCEFULLEST.

Sometimes I fall down and cry

when a LUMP APPEARS.

Then my Mummy runs to me,

kissing dry the TEARS.



MY MUMMY IS WONDERFUL.

Even more: SHE’S THE WONDERFULLEST.

She would move the earth and SKY

just so I could be ALL RIGHT. 



MY MUMMY IS BRAVE.

Even more: SHE’S THE BRAVEST.

She makes dragons turn to FLIGHT

when she switches on the LIGHT.



MY MUMMY IS HEARTY.

Even more: SHE’S THE HEARTYEST.

When the storm and thunder RAGE,

she’ll read out a FAIRY-TALE. 



MY MUMMY IS PATIENT.

Even more: SHE’S THE PATIENTEST.

She will tell me when I POUT:

Everything will soon WORK OUT.



MY MUMMY IS HONEST.

Even more: SHE’S THE HONESTEST.

Darling Mummy believes

everything I SAY.

Even that her makeup

leaped into MY FACE.



MY MUMMY IS KIND.

Even more: SHE’S THE KINDEST.

When my tummy starts to GROWL,

sweet milk porridge calms it DOWN.  



MY MUMMY IS TENDER.

Even more: SHE’S THE TENDEREST.

When the world is in a MUDDLE,

I can always have a CUDDLE



MY MUMMY IS GOOD.

Even more: SHE’S THE GOODEST.

I may be confused and LOST,

but she’ll keep her fingers CROSSED.





What does Mummy look like? Young and old alike can find the answer to this 
question in this exquisite picture book that combines words by Helena Kraljič and 
images by Polona Lovšin. 

This picture book is not for just anyone: it’s for my Mummy. For a Mummy, 
who is not only able to play like a real little rascal (that’s what it looks like, right?), 
but who gives herself over to an interesting language game. From the old words 
springs a vivacious proliferation of unusual, childlike, not childish, ideas: Mummy 
is the MOST GENTLEST, THE BEAUTIFULEST, THE PLAYFULEST, THE MOST 
INVENTIVEST, THE WONDERFULEST, THE PATIENTEST, THE BESTEST…

MY MUMMY IS WONDERFUL. Even more: SHE’S THE WONDERFULLEST.
She would move the earth and SKY just so I could be - ALL RIGHT.

                                                                                                    Dr. Igor Saksida


